
Attack Language - BASICS  

Triple threat - position from where you can cradle, pass, and 
shoot 

Keep it hot - keep the ball moving quick on offense 

Balance - even out our spacing on the field: 5-2 

X - spot directly behind the net 

Elbows - the corners of the 8-meter, a spot for our attackers 
to go and cut from 

Outlet/adjacent - as the person next to (or adjacent to) the 
person with the ball, you need to be prepared to provide a 
passing lane for them 

GLE- Goal Line Extended - the lines on the field that go from 
the crease and head towards the sidelines.
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2-pass - out of the double team, pass the ball twice to get it to 
the back side before their defender recovers

Bingo (Red, Yellow, Green) - Stall. Red- NO SHOT, Yellow - 
Shoot if it is a guaranteed goal, Green- if the opportunity to 
score is there, take it



Attack Language - Advanced Concepts

Get through - Cut through the 8-meter (away from ball) to 
create space for your teammate to dodge 

Keep defender occupied - when you are opposite to the 
ball, it is important to keep cutting in your space to make your 
defender guard you and not look at the girl with the ball

Pass and move - pass the ball and then move, (either 
through the 8m, or switching with person next to you,) with 
your stick up ready for the pass back 

Get Big - expand the offense out past the 12m 

Goal cut - a cut from opposite of the ball, into the middle of 
the 8-meter in order to get open for a pass and score 

V cut - a quick jab step cut in towards the 8 meter and then 
back out - making the shape of a V - freeing space from the 
defender and space to receive a pass 
 

Through cut - a cut from next to the ball, through the 8-meter 
(with your stick up) in order to clear space for your teammate 
to dodge 

Get It Behind/Get It Up Top - get the ball behind the net or at 
the top of the 8-meter, change the point of attack
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